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This is an A Level 2015 OCR coursework essay that achieved an A. I hope it may help any

struggling students out there. Best of luck with everything!



To what extent did Hitler rely on coercion in maintaining power in Germany after 1933?Hitler

relied wholly on coercion in maintaining power in Germany after 1933 as it formed the

irremovable foundations of the Nazi regime. There is a distinction that is required to be made

between the purposes of consent and coercion during Hitler’s reign; the former was a desired

attribute from the people of Germany whereas the latter was a necessity that was implemented

thoroughly, taking many forms such as physical, psychological and political. The consent of the

German people, cultivated through propaganda, was merely another tool Hitler used to justify

and amplify his reliance on coercion.When analysing the application of coercion in society, it

has be argued that consent was a fundamental element in facilitating its application, however

the success of coercion cannot be credited to the exaggeration of people’s cooperation as

denunciation was the “exception and not the rule” [1]. Gellately observed that even in the depth

of coercion, consent was rooted in its core and Germany was instead a “self-policing state”[2].

Noakes and Pridham support his view through stating that “although the regime deployed a

formidable apparatus of terror… it was also based on a large measure of consent from broad

sections of society”[3]. Wurzburg’s reports initially verify Gellately’s claims, as 57% of reports

originate from denunciations, however the study of Wurzburg proves highly limited as similar

research in the region of Lippe showed that out of 176,000 residences, only 0.17% denounced

others. Therefore to accept consent as a more significant element than terror itself, would

grossly exaggerate the role that the people played in their denunciations as these were often

based on personal vendettas not from genuine concern for the maintenance of Hitler’s regime.

The extent of coercion in the Nazi state is often minimised to a menial level due to its focus on

the unwanted minorities it directly targeted, such as Jews and gypsies, and to maintain this

preconception would be to eclipse the extent of which coercion was moulded into the everyday

lives of the German people. Hitler’s undisputedly strong reliance on coercion in order to

maintain power was discriminately implemented in order to cocoon the majority of the

population in the belief that “the terror was not a personal threat to them but something that

served their interests by removing threats to their material wellbeing”[4] as Johnson argues

that the Gestapo discarded denunciations when they lacked connection with an already

stigmatised identity. This translated as acceptance of the coercion enforced by the various

organisations in Hitler’s vast empire of terror and therefore gave them little legislation with

which to adhere to when implementing punishments. Coercion under Hitler therefore knew no

boundaries as organisations like the Gestapo “acted on its own account by secretly installing

microphones and tape recorders in the homes of suspects...spying became so universal that

nobody could feel safe”[5] Therefore it is undisputable that the “comprehensive penetration of

society”[6] that coercion managed to secure was fundamentally what Hitler relied upon to

maintain power as it not only gave him the freedom to disintegrate unwanted minorities but

also allowed for the minimisation of opposition to his regime.
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